Prof. Giolitto Accepted at Tulane

Miss Judy Giolitto, assistant professor of biology at Clinch Valley College, will not be returning next fall. Terminating her stay at CVC the summer's end, she will attend the School of Medicine at Tulane University in New Orleans, Louisiana.

Miss Giolitto came to CVC in the fall of 1968. While here she has taught microbiology and cell biology, in addition to the introductory biology subjects. At Tulane University Miss Giolitto plans to specialize in the study of pediatrics. Although she hopes to practice medicine, she wants to do some part-time teaching so that she will not lose complete contact with the teaching profession.

Reflecting upon CVC and the area Miss Giolitto relates that she likes the area very much and the collegiate air of CVC. She adds that teaching is a learning process for both student and teacher and that CVC offers a very conducive atmosphere for such student-teacher learning. Replying to the question of where she would like to live, Miss Giolitto says the place where there is the greatest need.

Fashion Show Friday

The marketing class of Clinch Valley College will present a Fashion Fair for the public and interested area clubs and groups. The Fashion Fair will be held from 10 a.m. until 3 p.m. on Friday April 10, 1970 at the Greear Gymnasium at Clinch Valley College, Wise, Virginia.

A Presentation by noted manufacturers and retailers such as Sears and Sperry & Hutchinson will take place. College tours will be available for interested persons.

Aid Deadline Set

Please be advised that May 1, 1970 is the deadline for filing applications for student financial aid. It is mandatory for each student receiving aid to complete an application each year. Therefore, those who do not submit one will not be considered for aid during the 1970-71 academic year.

Miss Giolitto received a Bachelor's degree from Beloit College in Wisconsin and a Master's degree from Stanford University in California.

Smiddy Explains Search For Dean

Smiddy said that President Edgar Shannon of the University has sent letters to Presidents of numerous colleges of the southeastern part of the United States. In these letters, Shannon informed the administrators of CVC's need and requested that any of their junior executives interested in the CVC position submit their credentials. President Shannon would then send the prospective candidate's credentials to CVC's search committee, the second approach to finding a dean.

The CVC search committee, which is chaired by Professor Stanley Botts includes Professors Judd Lewis and Jack Holland of the CVC faculty and student Carroll Mullins. This committee checks the credentials of the applicants. Anyone may suggest candidates to the committee and it will then write the person suggested and secure his credentials if he is interested in the position.

After the search committee screens the applicants and makes a recommendation, Chancellor Smiddy either recommends or turns down the committee's candidate. If the Chancellor approves he forwards the recommendation to Dr. Paige, Assistant Provost of the University.

Once the recommendation is sent to the University, President Shannon makes the final decision on the choice for CVC dean. Chancellor Smiddy has informed us that the committee presently has a candidate in mind, but that no final decision on dean has been made.
Dear Editor:

I have never written a letter to the paper before, but I feel that the new left has been allowed to go too far without a suitable reply. Several issues come from the article that I would like to bring to the foreground.

First of all, the article speaks of a magazine, Evergreen Review, which from the issues I have seen appeals only to the sexually degenerate or those of abnormal sexual behavior. I believe such publications should be stopped just as any "Robe certain do not constitute a major segment of what is loosely termed "crime.

"(Quote from "Speculations."). I realize it is bad form to reply with a question but I feel justified here. Just what are the Detroit riots of 1967--a bake sale? What were the Chicago incidents? the riots at UCLA and South Carolina? The article also mentions the Chicago Seven trial which has turned into a farce. If the new left is trying to recruit new members, this seems like a stupid way of doing it. Kounstle has almost destroyed the court system which takes years to build. You can't tell me that destroying this system is going to be better for the country.

Even if the court system were in question, what is there to replace them? Better still, has the new left offered anything which would be better than the present system? I would seem that they are bent only on tearing down and are not worried about the resulting chaos from such actions.

To the Editor,

There is am also implications that the Chicago Seven were being tried just because they are members of the New Left. Nothing was said about the fact that they might be guilty of some crimes. Nothing was said about the fact that the new left wants to overthrow the present governmental system by any means that it sees fit, even violence, which the Constitution of the United States calls treason. If this isn't crime (loosely termed), I don't know what it is. The article said that the new left is committed to social change. Just what is meant by social change or is it something like social disease? The new left always cries suppression or social change, but we never hear what they want to change. They shout equality for all. Freedom to do what? Kill rape, steal the stores blind, destroy everything.

As to the Black Panthers, I find it difficult, if not downright hard, to believe that a group which harasses police, bakes large amounts of marijuana, and shows disdain for anything having to do with law and order (except their own type) is working for "economic, political, and social change." Here again is the meaningless word "change" but no offer for a better plan. Change for what? When the establishment (and I question the use of this word) answers with "vileness" what do you think the new left expect? That we set our cans and then a new group of out and out radicals "get with it". They have been working to preserve, that only they have the right to make rules that we must go by.

Rock groups. This is an interesting statement. "Quote, "police harassment has increased lately. Well, use of dope and marijuana has increased lately also. I could care less whether the new left or rock groups in general use this stuff to blow their minds, as long as they blow only what little minds they have and not everyone's minds. Trouble usually results from blown minds and violence is usually the result of trouble.

Bill C. Mallison
have you noticed a couple of new faces on the campus scene the past few weeks? From time to time, these characters can be seen lugging a small projector and miniature screen enroute to a film strip presentation. Or they may be sitting in the lounge discussing certain aspects of their religious philosophy.

Elder Dan Blocker and Elder Dennis Schofield are two missionaries from the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, more commonly known as the Mormon Church. Currently in their first year of service, they are part of a tremendous international missionary force. Elder Schofield is from Southwestern Oregon lumber town. Both intend to return to school to finish their education.

They are frequently confronted with the question, "Why do you throw away two years of your life like that?" And, the reply is quick: "The gospel of Jesus Christ as taught by the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints presents the most optimistic view towards Christianity today."


"Framing It"

The recent strike of postal workers throughout the country has presented many problems for various people. In a few cities, the military authorities have been appointed to take over the duties of the striking postal workers. I thought it might be interesting to interview a commander of one of these to find out how well they are performing their duties.

"First of all, what is your name, sir?"

I'm General "Hammer" Sloane, commander of the 192nd pararescue command division, temporary commander of postal bureau 401, zip code 40112.

"Well, sir, how are you liking your new duties?"

Very well, young man. And I would like to say that military precision is the key to our success. With the arm's running this show, there'll be better results.

"Could you give me an example, sir?"

Well, we've got our intelligence company with us now and they're busy crunching all the mail mail.

"But isn't that against the law?"

Blood and guts man! We are the law. We are having very interesting results with our censoring. We've already found several suspicious items and we're continuing to investigate further. All that seems legitimate is not always legible, you know.

Mrs. Fraley is Hit Writer

Clint Valley College has a celebrity in the midst of its students. The recent decline in attendance is attributed to the number 15 position in the top 50 Bluebook and Blues section of Cash Box Magazine. The song has also climbed to number 32 in the magazine.

Mrs. Fraley writes under the name of Kerry Porter. She got her start writing songs in 1952. According to Mrs. Fraley, "I had the unbelievable luck to have the key to many of the nation's mailboxes (Counterfeit Kisses) published by Hill and Range and released on Decca by Ernest Tubb in '53."

"Yes, aren't they called pigpens?"

"Exactly! And do you know that there was not a single pigeon in the whole office?" Mrs. Fraley said. "We've already got the situation under control. We've sent for 1,000 pigeons, and we've got a squadron busy trapping them. We've already found several suspicious items and we're continuing to investigate further. All that seems legitimate is not always legible, you know.

"Well, just what do you have planned for after you get the little boxes filled?"

"Why, of course! Of course! Say, have you ever been in service?"

"Well, good-by General Sloane...

"Just what do you have planned for after you get the little boxes filled?"

"Why, of course! Of course! Say, have you ever been in service?"

"Well, good-by General Sloane..."

As I See It

by AVA SUE HAI

Little Man on Campus

Social Science Lecture "World Conflict & Family in the 70's"

"World States in Revolution"

"Research value of population food production in Bangladesh"

"Lecture used inPOPULATION FOOD PRODUCTION IN BANGLADESH"

"The 15th Century"
We, as a people, are fortunate in having in America. Indians and Jews are two groups that, by their very nature, do not fit easily into the political system and are often the victims of prejudice and discrimination. The recent movie "Easy Rider" was an examination of freedom as a concept and the ways in which people can gain the right to express themselves. Indians and Jews, with their unique cultures and histories, have often been excluded from mainstream society.

The Baptist Student.

Excerpted from "The Baptist Student.

The majority of radical groups in the US are formed by people who are disillusioned with the political system and feel that it does not serve their interests. These groups are often seen as being threatening to the establishment, and may be met with some degree of hostility or discrimination.

Letters

Continued from page 1

nothing wrong with society but it is just as wrong for the people to attempt to destroy the system and fail to gain sufficient converts they attempt to destroy those aspects with which they disagree as evidenced by the burning of banks, blowing up of courthouses, general burning and looting, etc. So we can agree on that aspect of the philosophy that change is needed but the manner and means of change is another question entirely. We, as a people, are fortunate in having a government and society structured such that change can be instituted by normal means in generally accepted ways. If these people have such a good plan why don't they take their program to the people and let them vote on it? The truth is that those who would be leaders of other self-styled revolutionaries and radicals have adjusted quite readily and have been attacked or stifled. "Mythical little force," Heinlein said of those who tried to control a man whose mind has been hoodwinked. . . . Communist philosophy operates on the same principles. "Give me child until he is seven and I shall have him for life." The church, or to be more specific, the Southern Baptist churches, have attempted to ever increasing degree, on the same principle. There is in practice a thought control, of which those who practice it are often unaware. It is uncomfortable if not dangerous to be free in Southern Baptist churches. It is uncomfortable to face in many Christians. In love? Odd. For the Christian is a lover.

People have good intentions but as was once remarked, the road to hell is paved with good intentions. I find it impossible to accept any of the Phil's positions and urge those who have any faith in what America has been and continue to be to repudiate any person or philosophy that seeks to cast doubt and scorn upon the existing system.

Respectfully yours,
Gary D. Rose
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Speculations

A baseball team has been organized at CVC under the coaching of Mr. Paul Hayes, with Joe Varney acting as assistant coach. Practice sessions have been hindered by inclement weather, but the team has scrimmaged various high schools in the area to gain experience. The team has been financed entirely by the generous contributions of area merchants and residents.

Boggs and Mickey Dale each averaged four points per game. Leta Ann Taylor, who was hindered all season by injury, still averaged two points per game. Paula Neely, a defensive player, averaged one point per game. (The above averages are figured only for the game in which the girl played.)

The recent motion picture "Easy Rider" was an examination of freedom as a concept and the ways in which people can gain the right to express themselves. Indians and Jews, with their unique cultures and histories, have often been excluded from mainstream society.

The Baptist Student.

Excerpted from "The Baptist Student.

Although no definite dates have been set, four games are planned with Bluefield College, two games are planned with Southeast Kentucky College, one game is planned with Pikeville, and there is a possibility of a doubleheader with Emory and Henry.
Science Club cont.

A trip to the National Radio Observatory in Green Bank, West Virginia, was discussed. Secretary, Virginia Rose, reported on information received from the Observatory. It was decided to request a tour on a Saturday near the end of April or the beginning of May.

The club decided to have a special business meeting Tuesday April 7; 5:00 p.m. Ordinarily the club meets on Tuesday, second and fourth Tuesdays.

Stories and still photos taken on that club's eclipse trip were shown by advisor Bill Hooper at the March meeting. Edwin Phillips, past chairman of the club, now at VPI, was welcomed as a guest.

Bribe, But Worthy

Each student who has received a National Defense Loan during his last year at a college must understand, however, that the application for and the receipt of the loan entitles him to certain rights and responsibilities.
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Science Club cont.
When finished the new dormitory will be four stories high including an underground basement. The dormitory which is scheduled to be ready for occupancy on August 15, 1970 will house 100 female students.

The dormitory, which will serve as a model for all future CVC dormitories, was designed by architects Charles McElroy of Wise, Virginia and Oliver Smith of Norfolk, Virginia. It is being constructed by Cassell Brothers of Kingsport, Tennessee.

According to Harry Dickenson, state inspector of CVC's building program, presently the building process is on if not ahead of schedule.